July 19 2017

UNIMAR CO.
20 markaz Khadamat EL Tagamo
EL Awal – Mehwar Mostafa Kamel –
New Cairo - Egypt

Our ref: TEDNER PDP/UIAP/2016/066/FA24/CFP/FA24 – GIZ/CEDARE/Loaders-Trucks

Dear Eng. Abdel Rahman Ahmed Mohamed

Trucks and Loaders Tender – Lot 2 Loaders – Cairo - Egypt

Thank you for participating in the above-mentioned tender procedure. I regret to inform you, however, that your tender was not successful for the following reasons:

- Your tender was not administratively regular for not submitting all required documents
- Your technical capacity was not considered to satisfy criterion - Your implementation period exceeded the 120 days required to supply the required items.

For your information, the contract for Lot 2 has been awarded to The Egyptian Vehicles Company – Ghabbour Auto for the amount of 4,650,652 LE

We draw your attention to the legal remedies available to you to contest this decision, explained in section 2.4.15 of the Practical Guide.

Although we have not been able to make use of your services on this occasion, I trust that you will continue to take an active interest in our initiatives.

Your original tender guarantee is hereby returned.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Amr Abdelmgeed
Executive Director

Email: email@cedare.int
Website: www.cedare.int